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INTRODUCTION  
What is Email?  
Email, short for electronic mail, is the process of sending 
and receiving messages through the Internet. An email (or 
e-mail) provides instant delivery of information and the 
ability to send file attachments which can be file 
documents, pictures, video, audio files, and software 
programs. Email capabilities are also available on mobile 
devices such as phones and tablets.  
 
While there are many different email services available, 
we have chosen to work with Gmail and Yahoo! Mail, because they are free and are two 
of the more popular email services available. 
 
The Pros  

 It's fast. Most messages are delivered within minutes around the world without 
the inconvenience and cost of using a postal service. In fact, postal service is 
often referred to as "snail mail" by email users.  

 It's personal. While the nature of email is informal, its efficiency is an excellent 
substitute for telephone conversations.  

 You can think through your response. Like a letter, you can type your reply 
and make changes before sending.  

 The sender and the receiver don't have to be working at the same time. 
Email avoids problems such as telephone tag or trying to contact someone in a 
different time zone.  

 Email makes it easy to keep a record of your communication. You can save 
and refer to later copies of the emails you send as well as those you receive.  

 You can reach a lot of people at once. It is possible to send one message to 
hundreds of recipients at once, or you can send a private message to one 
individual.  

 
The Cons  

 Junk Mail (also referred to as spam or junk). This is as annoying in email as it is 
with traditional mail. Most email services now filter incoming mail and sort email 
messages that are most likely advertisements or scams into a folder called “junk” 
or “spam.”  

 Friendly spam. Forwarded messages from friends can be an unwelcome 
gesture. Avoid this as much as possible.  

 Ads. The reason you can get free email services like Gmail and Yahoo! Mail is 
because of advertisements. You pay the price of having to click around them to 
read your mail.  

 Misinterpretation. Email arrives without tone or facial expressions, which can 
lead to misunderstanding.  

 Email messages can be passed on to others. You should always count on the 
possibility of your message ending up in the inbox of someone it wasn't intended 
for.  
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Gmail 

Gmail -- Gmail is Google's free e-mail service. It offers online storage that's practically 
unlimited. It also provides sorting methods that allows users to quickly organize and sift 
their inbox efficiently for important messages. As a free service, Gmail exposes users to 
contextual advertisements, which are based on keywords found in the user's e-mail 
messages. It's versatile in handling many different attachment types and scans for 
spam, worms and virus. 
 

Getting Started with Gmail 

Getting started with Gmail is simple, beginning with signing up for a Google account. 

Once you have that, you can complete the Gmail login and send your first e-mail. Here 

are some steps to take you to Gmail sign in. 

 

 

1. Go to http://www.gmail.com and click on "Create an Account” in the upper right 
hand corner of the screen. 

2. If you already have a Google account, click on "Sign In Here" on the next screen.  

3. If you don't have an account, you can sign up for one. You'll be asked to give 
your name and country and to choose a login name and password to use each 
time you access your Gmail. You'll also be asked to select and answer a security 
question (like your first phone number) to use for identification if you forget your 
password. Click acceptance of the terms of service and privacy policy, and your 
account will be set up. Do not forget to print out your information to have as 
a reference in case you forget your login username and password. 
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4. Now, you're ready to sign in. Go to http://www.gmail.com. Enter your user 
name (with "@gmail.com" at the end) and password at the right, then click "Sign 
In.” 

5. Below the Sign In area is a box you can click to remain signed in. For security 
purposes, don't select this option this if you're working on a public computer. 

6. Forgot your ID or password? If so, click "I cannot access my account" below the 
Sign In button. After answering questions to verify your identity, you'll be 
contacted by e-mail with instructions. 

7. To sign out when you're done, just click on the words "Sign Out" at the far upper 
right of the screen page. 

By going to "Settings" at the upper right, you can make personalized changes for Gmail. 

For instance, click "Settings" and then "General." On this screen, you can select the 

language, personalize e-mails with your picture and add a signature -- such as your 

name, address and phone numbers -- that'll appear on every e-mail you send. You also 

can set up a vacation responder, a response that'll be sent automatically to anyone who 

e-mails while you're gone. Be sure to click "Save Changes" after you make any changes 

to settings. 
 

Yahoo! 

Yahoo! mail offers unlimited online storage as well as text messaging and RSS news 

feeds.  Registering for a Yahoo! ID gives you access to great products like Yahoo! 

Mail, Yahoo! Messenger, and Yahoo! Games. 
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To register for a Yahoo! ID 

1.  Go to http://www.yahoo.com. 
2.  Just below the Web 

Search button at the top 
of the homepage, 
click “New here? Sign 
Up.” The Registration 
page appears.  

3. First select the language 
in which you want your 
Yahoo! content to 
appear. 

4. From the "I prefer 
content from" pull-down 
menu, select the 
language in which you 
want your Yahoo! pages 
to appear. The 
registration page 
immediately appears in 
the language you 
selected. 

5. Type your first name, 
and press the Tab key. 

6. Type your last name, 
and press the Tab key. 

7. From the "Gender" pull-
down menu, 
select Male or Female. 

8. From the "Birthday" pull-
down menu, select the 
month you were born, type the day, and then the year (yyyy). 

9. From the "I live in" pull-down menu, select the country in which you live. 
10. Click in the "Postal Code" box, and type your postal or ZIP code. 
11. Click in the Yahoo! ID and Email box. Yahoo! suggests some Yahoo! IDs that 

you might like and that have not been taken yet. 
 Create a user name with at least 4 characters but no longer than 32 

characters. The user name must start with a letter. Your user name 
can contain letters, numbers, and one dot (.). 

12. Type the username you want, and then select a domain from the pull-down 
menu. You can select yahoo.com, ymail.com, or rocketmail.com as your 
domain. 

13. Click in the Password box. Type the password you’d like to associate with the 
user name you just created. Create a password with at least 6 characters but 
no more than 32 characters. Do not use your name or Yahoo! ID. 
Capitalization matters. To make your password more secure, use a 
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combination of letters, numbers, special characters like # or $, and mix lower 
and uppercase letters. 

14. Click in the Re-type Password box, and type the password again. 
15. Click in the Alternate Email box, and type one of your other email addresses. 

All communications from Yahoo! will be sent to your alternate email address, 
including information to help you recover your ID or password. 

16. Select a Security Question from the pull-down menu. 
 You can select two Security Questions or create your own. A Security 

Question provides you with a second level of security beyond your 
normal Yahoo! ID and password. You may be asked your Security 
Question when you need a new password, 
technical support, or questions about your 
billing. 

17. Type an answer to the Security Question you 
selected. 

18. Select another Security Question from the pull-
down menu. 

19. Type an answer to the Security Question you 
selected. 

20. Type the code shown in the box. 
21. Click to select the I have read and agree to the 

Yahoo! Terms of Service checkbox. 
22. Click Create My Account. 

 
To sign in with your new Yahoo! ID: 

1. Go to the Yahoo! Homepage. 
2. Just below the Web Search button at the top of 

the homepage, click Sign In. 
3. Enter your Yahoo! ID and password, and 

click Sign In. 
 

E-Mail Etiquette 

Most people wouldn't think of being rude or obnoxious when they speak to colleagues, 

clients or their supervisor. But those rules can fall by the wayside when we use e-mail. 

The opportunities for rudeness when using e-mail are plentiful and not always easy to 

recognize. Most people wouldn't use foul language or derogatory terms in business 

communication. But what about raising one's voice? Is that possible when using e-

mail? 

Here are some business writing rules and tips for practicing e-mail etiquette.  

People are busy, so: 

 Use the subject line. You might be tempted to bypass this part of the e-mail, but 
just remember: everyone is in a hurry, including the recipient of your e-mail. That 
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person will appreciate the clue the subject line provides as to the message 
content. It helps them prioritize and organize. 

 Be brief and concise. No matter how clever and entertaining a writer you might 
be, your message recipients will appreciate brevity and clarity. Save the puns 
and witty turns of phrase for after birthday cards and toasts. State the message 
quickly followed by clear requests or instructions for any action needed by the 
recipient. 

 Keep it personal. Routinely copying others on e-mails clogs mailboxes and can 
lead to the main recipient wondering why you're doing so. Unless you have a 
specific reason for copying someone, keep the conversation between sender and 
recipient. 

 Reply quickly. Don't let e-mails sit around in your queue unanswered. Get back 
to the sender, even if it's to say you need more time to respond. 

People are sensitive, so: 

 Don't over-punctuate. Adding multiple punctuation marks, such as ???? or !!!! 
after a sentence makes it seem as though you are shouting or frustrated with the 
recipient. Use normal punctuation rules. 

 Don't use all capitals. Using all caps MAKES IT SEEM LIKE YOU'RE 
SHOUTING. Shouting is rude. Use normal capitalization rules. If you need to 
emphasize something, write "I'd like to emphasize…" 

 Read it, out loud, before you send it. While you may think you're writing 
exactly what you mean, it pays to read some e-mails out loud to yourself, putting 
yourself in the recipient's shoes, before hitting that "send" button. Once it's in 
writing, it's hard to take back. Also, never forget that the recipient has both a 
printer and "forward" button. Never write something you wouldn't want to have 
circulated throughout the company or even beyond. 

 Don't write when you're angry. Perhaps one of the most common etiquette 
rules to break is firing off an e-mail to someone when you're angry, either at them 
or a situation. See "Read it out loud" above. You can't take it back once you 
"flame" someone, and it can come back to haunt you. 

Not everyone is as hip as you are, so: 

 Keep the symbols to a minimum. Using "smiles" is a trendy way to 
communicate mood and meaning. But do you know the difference between a 
sarcastic smile and a mischievous one? And even if you're sure you do, can you 
be sure your recipient does? It's easy to see the potential to unintentionally 
offend someone using these symbols. Avoid using them. 

 Minimize abbreviated phrases. Using abbreviations such as IMHO (in my 
humble opinion). FWIW (for what it's worth) and ROTFL (rolling on the floor 
laughing) can frustrate and confuse the recipient. 

 E-mail is like as a business letter. Ignoring basic rules can show disrespect for 
the recipient. Don't let informality spoil the recipient's opinion 
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 You can hide behind email. It's tempting to use email instead of facing a person 
when you have to deal with an unpleasant situation. It's best to talk to a person 
face-to-face under these circumstances.  

Don’t use email for:  

 Long or complicated messages. Sometimes it's more effective to speak to 
someone in person or on the phone. It can be difficult to effectively write down a 
complicated message in email format.  

 Questions that require a lot of clarification. If a message is going to require 
several exchanges back and forth to make sure it is understood, more direct 
communication is best.  

 Delivering indiscreet, sensitive, or private information. While your email 
account is personal, keep in mind that, while rare, passwords have been stolen 
and there are ways for interested parties to intercept information. Do not send 
your social security number, credit card number, or bank account information in 
an email if it can be avoided.  

 Angry exchanges.  

 Things you should say in person 


